Heritability of blood pressure through latent curve trajectories in families from the Gubbio population study.
Prospective investigations on cardiovascular risk factors in populations provide a unique opportunity to dissect time-dependent quantitative complex traits, such as arterial blood pressure (BP), into their polygenic and environmental components. BP heritability analyses were carried out on 2620 patients belonging to 711 nuclear pedigrees that could be followed up throughout 25 years in the Gubbio Population Study. Each patient's BP serial measurements were summarized into individual intercepts (expected values at baseline) and slopes (time-related changes), which were predicted through latent curve models. These models considered either age in years or waves (times from the first survey) as time axis and were linked at a family level in the heritability analyses using additive polygenic-common environment-unique error models adjusted for sex, age and clinical variables. The additive genetic effect explained 32-49% of the variance of SBP values at baseline, the wave-dependent analysis with nuclear pedigrees and the sibs-household matrix accounting for higher heritability values. Heritability of DBP baseline value was lower than that of SBP in analyses by age (5-15%), but fell in the same heritability range as SBP on the analysis by waves (36-37%). The BP variation over time (slope) explained by an additive genetic effect ranged from 33 to 43% and from 24 to 25% for SBP and DBP, respectively, in the analysis by age. Shared environment also exerted a significant influence, but explained a smaller portion of the variances (4-17%) for both traits. Longitudinal data from the Gubbio population show strong to moderate genetic influences on SBP and DBP baseline values and changes over time with a smaller, though significant, effect of environment.